1. Prepare Media Player Classic for easy play/pause and rewind. What I did here was go to View →
Options → Keys, and set shortcut keys for play/pause (space key) and Jump Backward medium (Z
key). This helps to easily control playback and rewind when typing out the transcript.

2.
Next, I open Notepad and the video or audio to transcribe in Media Player Classic (MPC).
Arranging both windows side by side is very helpful, since I have to click each one to make the
window active. I click on the Notepad window when I want to type out what I just heard, and click on
the MPC window to play/pause or rewind. When the MPC window is active, the shortcut keys – space
(play/pause) and Z (6 sec rewind)- are also active.
I prefer to type out the full transcript this way first as it helps me apply proper punctuation and
formatting. When this is done, I save it as a .txt file.

3. When I am done typing out the transcript on notepad, I then open Subtitle Edit. When I first set it
up (Options → Settings), I configured the single line max length -70, Max chars/sec -25, Min. gap
between subtitles – 0, under the General tab. And then under the Video Player tab, I selected MPC HC

Also, under the shortcuts tab in settings, I selected the Z key again (but this can be any key of your
preference) for “Set start, auto duration and go to next”. And then finally, as seen in the second
picture on this page, I enable the 'show waveform', and 'show video' options. From the top menu,
Video → Show/hide waveform, and show/hide video.

4.
This is actually step 3, assuming all the initial one-time setup on Subtitle Edit had been
done. Here, we move over the completed .txt file into Subtitle Edit to begin the actual subtitle and
timecoding process. We start by importing the completed .txt file (File → Import Plain Text → Select
the Completed transcript that was saved as a .txt file)

5.
In the import plain text screen, ensure import options to the right are as seen in the
below image. Subtitle Edit auto splits the text into draft subtitles with no timecodes. Click Ok.
Don't worry if everything looks unformatted. The next steps would include formatting the
subtitles and adding timecodes.

6.
After importing the text and creating the draft subtitle, We then save it as an .SRT file.
(File → Save As). We then now begin the first stage of formatting. If you are working with a
keyboard, it's advisable to use an external mouse to help select text faster. Using the mouse to
select text, and Ctrl+X (cut) and Ctrl+V (paste), We edit each line of the subtitle to make the
phrases and sentences on each line readable. The red highlight on some of the lines is a
warning indicating either a long subtitle per line, or a high char./sec. In many cases where
breaking the sentence will affect readability, we can leave the long subtitle as it is.
When there is an empty line, as seen in line 7, you can just right click on it and delete it.
In case you also need to add a line, you can right click and insert before or after the current
line.
We continue this first stage of formatting all the way to the end. This step requires patience so
that you don't make mistakes so anytime you need to take a break you can just save (Ctrl+S).
You can even edit Subtitle Edit. When you reopen it, it opens the Subtitle you are currently
working on.

7.
After completing the first stage of formatting all the way to the end, we then proceed to
timecoding the subtitle to the video or audio file, and the second stage formatting to correct
any errors and finetune, as you hear the speaker speak. First, we open the Video (or Audio) file
from the top menu Video → Open Video File. If it's an audio file, to the bottom right, you can
select audio files.
The subtitle you have formatted is still open in the background. What we are doing here is
bringing in the video or audio file so we can timecode the subtitles.

8.
When you open the video file and you start playing it, you'll notice this overlay Window
of MPC. You can't minimize it using the buttons on the window itself, you'll have to minimize it
by clicking once or twice on the MPC Icon (321) on the taskbar. Once the overlay window is
minimized, you will then be able to control playback of the video from Subtitle Edit itself.

9.
Next step, which is very important, is to generate an audio waveform. This will help
greatly in the accuracy of the timecodes. All you have to do is “Click to Add Waveform”. After
clicking this, it takes a while to generate the waveform (seen in the second pic).

10.
Once the waveform is generated, we can now begin timecoding. As you can see, the
waveform lets you know when the speaker begins to speak, when he stops a sentence and
begins another, when he raises his voice, and so on. So first, we click the play/pause button on
the Video screen, and the waveform moves to reflect the current position of the video.
As seen in the last image, I have already timecoded the first line. What I did was I highlighted
the first line of the subtitle and pressed Z (the shortcut we created earlier for “Set start, auto
duration, and go to next.” ) Now in the last image, you observe that as you play the video and
listen, the auto duration for that first subtitle line was not sufficient. To correct this, we simply
pause the video after that subtitle is spoken, and adjust the subtitle on the Waveform by
extending the right edge with the mouse. Ensure the mouse cursor indicates the move sign (+)

After adjusting the first, we resume playback of the video, select the next line, press Z and
adjust the subtitle on the waveform to be sure the timing is correct.

And little by little, we go on, until the whole subtitle is timecoded correctly. Of course, you can
always save (File → Save) and resume later.
May the Lord give us grace and strength for the work so that his people will be fed, and the
lost will be reached. Amen.

